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line represents a change to that file. The color of the circle
denotes the author that made the change. The size of the
circle reflects the size of the change, and the color of the
line denotes the author who owns most of the lines of code
of the file in that period.

To understand a certain issue of the system we want to
ask the knowledgeable developers. Yet, in large systems, not
every developer is knowledgeable in all the details of the
system. Thus, we would want to know which developer is
knowledgeable in the issue at hand. In this paper we present
the Chronia tool that implements the Ownership Map visualization to understand when and how different developers
interacted in which way and in which part of the system.
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Introduction

Time

Software systems change over time, and even if the original documentation exists, it might not reflect the code anymore. In such situations, it is crucial to get access to developer knowledge. As systems grow larger, not all developers
know about the entire system, thus, we need to know which
developer is knowledgeable in which part of the system.
In our approach, we assume that the original developer
of a line of code is the most knowledgeable in that line of
code. We determine the owner of a piece of code as being
the developer that owns the largest part of that piece of code.
We make use of the ownership to provide a visualization
that helps to understand how developers interacted with the
system [4].
We implemented our approach in Chronia, a tool built
on top of the Moose reengineering environment [2]. Our
aim was to provide a solution that gives fast results. Our
approach relies only on information from the CVS log without needing to check out the whole repository. As a consequence, we can analyze large systems in a very short period
of time, making the approach usable in the early stages of
reverse engineering.
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Figure 1. Details of the Ownership Map.

We implemented our approach in Chronia, a tool built on
top of the Moose reengineering environment [2]. Figure 2
emphasizes the interactive nature of our tool. Contrary to
similar approaches [5], we give a semantic order to the file
axis by clustering the files based on their history of changes:
files committed in the same period are related [3, 7].
On the left of Figure 2 we see Chronia visualizing
the overall history of the project, which provides a first
overview. Since there is too much data we cannot give the
reasoning only from this view, thus, Chronia allows for interactive zooming. For example, in the window on the lower
right, we see Chronia zoomed into the bottom right part of
the original view. Furthermore, when moving the mouse
over the Ownership Map, we complement the view by also
showing the current position on both time and file axis are
highlighted in the lists on the right. These lists show all file
names and the timestamps of all commits. As Chronia is
build on top of Moose, it makes use of the Moose contextual menus to open detailed views on particular files, modules or authors. For example, on the top right window we
see a view with metrics and measurements of a file revision.
The visualization reveals several patterns of developer

Chronia

Figure 1 presents the details of the Ownership Map [4]:
each line represents a history of a file, and each circle on a
1
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Chronia - a zoomed part and a contextual menu

Figure 2. Chronia is an interactive tool.
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behavior (please refer to [4] for more details): Monologue
(one author working alone), Dialogue (two authors working together), Takeover (one author aggressively taking over
from another) etc.. For example, in the zoomed window
from Figure 2 we see how the blue lines are transformed
into green, because the green author aggressively took over
from the blue one. For more details regarding the visualization, please refer to [4].
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A visualization similar to ours is used to visualize how
authors change a wiki page [6]. Ball and Eick [1] developed
multiple visualizations for showing changes that appear in
the source code. Rysselberghe and Demeyer use a scatter
plot visualization of the changes to provide an overview of
the evolution of systems and to detect patterns of change[5].
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